Frux Home and Yard’s April Lightning Deal for
the Silicone Mitts was a Huge Success
April 11, 2019
Frux Home and Yard, a trusted brand of home and kitchen supplies, has joined Amazon’s Lighting
Deals last 2nd day of April. After just a few hours of the campaign running, the discounted units were
all sold out. The products were all claimed by the Silicone Pot Holder Mitts fans, and so, Frux Home
and Yard declare it as a huge success.
For the past couple of years, buyers are raving about Frux’s Sili-Mitts, as they are popularly called,
due to the comfort, well-made construction, insulation, and durability they provide. Reviews from
verified buyers also state that they come well-packaged and really protect the hands with their thick
material and non-slip surface from the extreme heat that could otherwise cause a serious injury.
The best-selling Sili-Mitts currently have over 400 reviews on Amazon, 83% of which are 5 stars. The
product, made from FDA approved silicone, can withstand the heat of up to 500 F/ 250C. It’s ideal for
baking and other cooking applications.
“We would like to thank those who participated in this month’s Lightning Deals in Amazon. We can’t
thank everybody enough in making this event a huge success. Also, we’d like to congratulate those
who got their own Silicone Mitts. We assure everybody that they’ve made the right decision because
our oven mitts are made only from the highest quality materials and necessary features for an
effortless cooking experience. We highly encourage everyone to share their Sili-Mitts story via
reviews and let us know how the mitts worked for you,” says Mike MacDonald, Frux Home and Yard’s
Media Representative.
Interested buyers who didn’t get the chance to lay their hands on the discounted Sili-Mitts can still
purchase them via Frux Home and Yard’s Amazon listing. MacDonald shared that they have recently
revamped their listing so buyers can clearly view the features and benefits of the silicone mitts.
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